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Global
Logistics Solutions

Tailor-made
global logistics solutions
Outsourcing your warehouse and logistics processes,
allows you to focus on the really important tasks in
your company such as R & D, regulatory, manufacturing
and selling. At the same time, you can rest assured
that your medical products arrive at your customers
quickly, safely, reliably and at the right time.
Therefore, you should leave your logistics tasks to
the specialists. We have many years of experience in
the management of logistical processes for medical
products, and look forward to working with you to
develop a partnership-based, cost-effective solution
which meets all regulatory and legal requirements.
We flexibly respond to you or your customers regional
or international logistics needs to ensure customer
satisfaction.
Our expectation of quality does not tolerate compromise. In order to ensure our high quality standards,
our employees are regularly trained and tested on
all work processes. We are passionate about delivering
quality service and meeting our customer’s high
expectations.

From certified storage
to worldwide delivery
INVENTORY RECEIPT
All products and packaging materials are subjected to a product-specific inventory receipt
inspection. This inspection also includes the functional testing of electronic devices to ensure
that possible quality problems are detected and eliminated at an early stage.

STORAGE
All products are stored in our EN ISO 13485 certified and GSP-compliant (“Good Storage Practice”)
environment. This includes permanent monitoring of temperature and humidity with calibrated
measuring instruments. The entire storage area is also monitored and protected for pest infestations. All control measures are recorded and archived. All inventory movements can also be
booked and tracked directly in our inventory management system. This ensures the traceability
of your products at all times. Statistics and evaluation details are available on request.

CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE
We create and archive all of the necessary documents to process your orders and deliveries.
This includes quotations, order confirmations, delivery notes, invoices, reminders, supplier
orders, and customs declarations. We continuously update and maintain your article, customer
and supplier master data to make sure your data is always accurate and up-to-date.

LOANER SET MANAGEMENT
Time is money – the fast and reliable check-in and delivery of your loaner sets have top priority.
This quick processing of your orders helps keep your capital commitment as low as possible. Upon
arrival to our facility, we audit and inspect your kits, and perform a professional functional
test of the instruments. Following our inspection and testing, all kits are then replenished and
immediately ready for the next order. Your kits will be professional maintained and arrive in
excellent condition for your customer. We can also offer cleaning and sterilization services as
well as storage of your sets.

SHIPPING
Quick processing of your customer orders is required for success. Each customer order is
immediately picked, packaged and shipped the same day. Shipping to sensitive countries is
routine for us. As an approved exporter, we handle the complex customs documentation for
our customers. We will gladly provide you with our preferred shipping services to help make
shipping more cost-effective.

